Model Wash

Reproducing the weathering of surfaces exposed to harsh climatic conditions is difficult to achieve and the washes offer the perfect solution. Filters, washes, streakings and earth splashes with and without texture adding some of plaster.

By Rubén Gonzalez

1. The Wash is applied directly from the bottle, and excess can be removed with water. When using Model Wash as a filter, water can be added. The idea is to change the base color without flooding and to control the drying.

2. For earth splashes and streaking, the use of different colors will result in chromatic variety, while changing the order of application will produce a different finish. First apply streaking with a highly diluted dark color.

3. The next step consists of earth splashes with a dark color.

4. Last step, earth splashes with a light color mixed with plaster.

5. In this picture we can see the following effects: Streakings (1), Dark earth splashes (2) and Light earth splashes with texture (3).